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MAPPINGS BETWEEN ANRs THAT ARE FINE
HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCES

WILLIAM E. HAVER

It is shown in this note that every closed UV°° - map
between separable ANRs is a fine homotopy equivalence.

We extend Lacher's result [6,7] that a closed t/V°°-maρ between
locally compact, finite dimensional ANRs is a fine homotopy equival-
ence to the case of arbitrary separable ANRs. It is hoped that this
theorem will be useful in studying manifolds modelled on the Hubert
Cube. (See [1], section PF3. Added in proof. See also [9]).

A set A CX has property UV00 if for each open set U of X
containing A, there is an open V, with A C V C U such that V is
null-homotopic in U. A mapping /: X -» Y of X onto Y is a l/V00- map
if for each y G F , f~\y) is a C/V00 subset of X. The mapping / is said to
be closed if the image of every closed set is closed and proper if the
inverse image of every compact set is compact. An absolute neighbor-
hood retract for metric spaces is denoted an ANR. If a is a cover of Y
and gι and g2 are maps of a space A into Y,g{ is α-near g2 if for each
aEA there is a U Ea containing g\(a) and g2(a). The map gi is
α-homotopic to gl9gι~g2, if there is a homotopy λ: A xI-*Y taking
gι to g2 with the property that for each aEA there exists UEa
containing λ({α}x/). A map /: X-» Y is a fine homotopy equival-
ence if for each open cover, α, of Y there exists a map g: Y-+X such

that fg~idγ and gf — " idx.

Various versions of Lemma 3 have been proven by Smale [8],
Armentrout and Price [2], Kozlowski [5] and Lacher [6], The differ-
ence in this lemma is that K is not required to be a finite dimensional
complex.

Let K be a locally finite complex and / be a nonnegative
integer. When there is no confusion we will not distinghish between
the complex K and its underlying point set | K | . If σ is a simplex of K,
then N(σ,K) = {τ<K\σΠτ^φ} and st(σ,K) =
{τ<K\σ<τ}. Also K' will denote the /-skeleton of K and >K =
{σ < KI I N(σ,K) | C | K11}. Let °U be a covering of a space Y and B a
subset of Y. The star of B with respect to % st!(B,%), is the set
{U E °U \B Π l/y φ}. Inductively, stn(B,<%) is defined to be
st(stnl(B,^)). A covering V is called a star" refinement of °U if the
covering {stn(V,V)IV E V} refines °U. Every open covering of a
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